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As

the negativeenvironanecdotalandscientificevidencedemonstrating

mental consequences of currentpatternsof humanactivity accumulates,
more people are concluding that human societies need to reorganize
themselves andtheiractivities to become more attunedto the limits of the natural
ecosystem. It is also obvious that this enterprisewill requirewide and ongoing
cooperation:no one individual,household,firm, local or regionalcommunity,or
whole society can accomplish the necessary changes alone. Defining and eliciting the needed changes before any of the doomsday scenarios so prominentin
pessimistic accountsof the futureactually arrivesbecomes the key to success in
what is by far the largest experiment in conscious social change in human
history.
Many advocates of change, whether involving broad questions of social
organizationor particularpolicies on specific matters,operateon the assumption
that people will be more willing to change if persuadedthat, in words attributed
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to MargaretThatcher:"There is no alternative."HartmutBossel adopts this
assumptionmost explicitly, arguingthathumanityfaces a binarychoice between
an unsustainable"Plan A" of continued intensificationof currenttrends and a
sustainable "Plan B" of significant change (pp. 27-32 and chaps. 5-10). He
describes at length his views on the ethical and organizationalchanges that
would be needed, and offers suggestions abouthow individualsand groups can
contributeto the needed transformation.The other books under review also
assumethatchange mustbe accomplished,but focus primarilyon identifyingthe
conditionsunderwhich and the mechanismsby which large entities-for example, intergovernmentalorganizations,nationalgovernments,transnationalsocial
movements, and large business firms-may be encouragedto change.
The problemof securingchange at both the macro and microlevels of social
organizationbecomes even more challenging if we also desire to maintainand
strengthendemocraticmodes of governance.These rest on the propositionthat
individuals,households, firms, social groups, and local and regional communities are and ought to be autonomousagents able to make choices in the areas of
life that affect them. Yet accepting choice means accepting the possibility of
poor choice, whetherbased on unconcernfor effects on others,lack of adequate
informationfor identifying and judging among alternatives,or desire to avoid
being left relativelyworse off in the dilemmasof collective action so well explicated in rationalchoice analysis.' The authorsof the four books under review
take up this challenge because they all agree not simply thatdemocracyis valuable in itself, but that securing and maintainingenvironmentalsustainability
dependson protecting,enriching,and extendingdemocraticgovernance.
For Bossel, only open political systems permit the circulationof ideas and
informationthatallows inhabitantsof regions and localities to continuallyassess
their sustainabilityand make informedchoices aboutproduction,consumption,
and social organizationmore generally. JonathanFox, David Brown, and their
collaboratorsfind thatthe openness of some political systems (primarilythough
not exclusively in donor states) provided pathways allowing grassrootsmovements and transnationalenvironmentalorganizationsto gain leverage against
borrowergovernments.David Victor, Kal
both the WorldBank and authoritarian
that because the relation between
Skolnikoff
conclude
and
Raustiala,
Eugene
political openness and effective implementationis so close, the spreadof liberal
governanceand policy integrationamong liberal states are necessary for effective international environmental cooperation (see particularlypp. 689-761,
695-697).
The authorsdo not ignore the problems of governance by wide agreement
that democratic modes raise. Though Bossel often assumes too easily that
'For example, Russell Hardin, Collective Action (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1982).
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differences in opinion will not be greatenough to cause serious tensions among
differentgroups within a particularregional or local community,contributorsto
both the Fox and Brown and the Victor, Raustiala,and Skolnikoffbooks identify
and analyze some of the tensions thatcan develop when local groupsare divided
amongthemselves and/orthe needs andinterestsof the entities who aretargetsof
regulation diverge from those of the entities affected by the targets' activity.
Fox's and Brown's discussions of defining the term "accountability"and determining to whom a decisionmakeror an organizationshould be held accountable
(pp. 12-17 and chap. 12) are models of logical analysis offering much to those
who want to foster greater openness and participationin the formulationand
evaluationof policy initiatives.
Successfully making human societies ecologically sustainable is a highly
challenging task requiring initiatives in all aspects of the policy process:
(1) developing and diffusing ideas and assumptionsthat inform actors' perceptions of the situation, their self-interest, and the relative attractiveness of
alternate choices and outcomes; (2) bringing new concerns or problems to
general attention through formal and informal mechanisms of agenda-setting;
(3) considering and selecting among proposals using the rules and practices of
decisionmaking; (4) carrying out the selected proposals through formal and
informalmechanisms of implementation;(5) monitoringconduct and assessing
its environmentalimpact; and (6) redesigning policies as indicated by implementation failures, ongoing environmental impact assessment, or additional
knowledge about the environment and the pathways of human-environment
interaction.
The policy process begins with ideas because all patternsof social organization and policy rest on ideas: ideas about how the physical world and human
social dynamicswork, ideas aboutwhat is morallyright,ideas aboutwhat is feasible under current conditions, and ideas about what is or is not in actors'
interests.Bossel takes up this insight directlyboth in organizinghis presentation
aroundthe simple binary contrastbetween unsustainable"PlanA" and sustainable "PlanB" (chaps. 1, 2) and in maintainingthat each path rests on a distinct
form of ethics orienting all human action. Here, too, he offers a binary alternative, defining the Plan A ethic as an unbridledversion of egoistic competition
and the Plan B ethic as one of partnershipdrawingon the traditionsof Catholic
social theory, Europeandemocraticsocialism, and environmentalethics.
Bossel also acknowledgesthe centralityof ideas in offering general systems
theory as the basic framework for thinking about human-nature and
human-humaninteractions.It is used to highlight the inextricableconnections
between human societies and their naturalenvironment, to demonstratewhy
Path A is ultimatelyunsustainable,and then to guide the design of the alternate
Plan B. It also provides the motor of hope that change will be accomplishedin
time by emphasizing how marginal shifts in behavior at particularpoints can
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have cumulative effects for the better even in the face of apparentlydaunting
organizationalor social inertia (particularlypp. 62-65). Chapter3 provides a
basic, though occasionally overly brief, summaryof the majorconcepts in general systems analysis and indicates how they offer a superior frameworkfor
understandinghuman-environment(and human-human)interactionsthan neoclassical economics. The concreteexamples nicely convey both the concepts and
the analytical implications of adopting a systems framework, though some
aspects of the presentationcould have been made even more useful to neophytes.
The discussion of the varietiesof nonlineardynamics would have been stronger
if Bossel had indicatedhow we determinewhethera particularprocess involves
exponential,dampenedexponential,or logistic growth (or decay), or if an oscillation in which we are situatedtemporallyis an upswing portionof the process.
The discussion of how to assess the state of societies is overwhelmingat times.
His discussions of indicators,and the reasons why no single indicator(whether
conventional gross national product or even the more sophisticated physical
quality of life index) suffices to measurethe state of society are persuasive,but
the scheme he presentsis a real challenge to those used to operatingby rule of
thumb calculations. Bossel is aware that his full scheme of approximately
forty-two indicatorsstretcheshumancognitive capacity. He uses his list of nine
"orienters"(whatothersmight call "functions")thatany humansystem must satisfy and six major subsystems into which it can be decomposed to build a
checklist to group the indicators.Since even this arraytaxes human cognitive
capacity,2Bossel's elaborationsproceed subsystemby subsystem,not returning
to the full indicatorlist until his "grading"of the alternatepaths in chapter11.
MostafaTolba's outline memoiralso emphasizesthe importanceof the ideas
and knowledge broughtto bear. Summariesof the seven sets of negotiationsin
which he participated,for example,the United Nations EnvironmentProgramme
(UNEP) Regional Seas Programand the Biodiversity Convention,highlight the
necessary (though not sufficient) role of a shared knowledge and information
base in getting governmentsto negotiate and to find common positions, and the
centralityof deferenceto "science"as a reliable source of knowledge and information for all. In the chapter on the Basle Convention he notes, but does not
analyze, what may be a fascinatingcase of competingissue-framingsin recounting how a small but determinedgroupof Africangovernmentssoughtnot only to
ban hazardous waste imports to Africa but also to scuttle the wider Basle
2See, for example,JohnH. Holland,KeithJ. Holyoak,RichardE. Nisbett, andPaulR.
Thagard, Induction: Processes of Inference, Learning, and Discovery (Cambridge,

Mass.: MIT Press, 1986), p. 84; and Helen E. Purkitt,"ArtificialIntelligence and Intuitive Policy-makersViewed as LimitedInformationProcessors,"in Valerie M. Hudson,
ed., ArtificialIntelligenceand InternationalRelations(Boulder,Colo.: Westview Press,
1991).
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Convention negotiations (pp. 108-116). Although Tolba notes the intensity of
the discussions and summarizesthe diplomaticaccommodationreached,he does
not explore whetherdifferences in knowledge or perceptionsof situationunderlay the division of opinion, or even the possibility of a transnational
prohibitionistcoalition hinted in the mention (p. 103) of strongGreenpeacesupport for a ban.
Tolba's memoir is a tale of considerablesuccess in the second aspect of the
policy process:gettingnew concernsonto the agendasof governments,intergovernmentalorganizations,and other actors. The obstacles along the way receive
detailedexaminationin the cases presentedby Fox's and Brown's collaborators.
An appreciationof these obstacles, and of how they might be overcome, informs
their explorationof how far shifting coalitions of local grassrootsorganizations,
transnationalenvironmentalistnetworks,sympatheticgovernmentofficials, and
staff reformists have succeeded in "greening"the World Bank. The Fox and
Brown book addressesthe toughest strategicchallenge of the second phase:how
to persuade a powerful bureaucracywith strong commitments to a particular
view of the world (neoclassical marketeconomics in this instance) to modify or
replace that worldview. The exposition proceeds at two levels, with chapter
authorsprovidingexamples drawnfrom argumentsover particularloan projects
or policy, while Fox and Brown try to drawbroaderconclusions thatneitherdismiss organizationallearningas impossible nor underestimatethe obstacles in its
way. Fox and Brown show acute awareness of the analytical challenges
involved. They first assess the actualextent of policy and programmaticchange,
particularlyin situationswhere activity guided by old policies continuesto completion while new policies affect only activity begun afterthe policy change, and
then seek to attributewhatever change is observed to particularcauses (pp.
12-17, chap. 13). Their analytical discussions explain why unremittingcritics,
those willing to pursue what Jane Covey (p. 82) calls "criticalcollaboration,"
(i.e., more eager collaboratorsand strong supporters)can develop and maintain
such differentassessmentsof how the World Bank has changedthus far.
Fox and Brown's accountof the way the rise of new concerns got put on the
WorldBank's agendaandtriggeredchanges in policies andprogramsyields cautionary tales for advocates of "insider" and "outsider" explanations alike.
Although some of the chapterspresenta simplified "outsidersversus Bank staff"
view of the conflicts, Fox and Brown drawthe individualcase studiestogetherto
show very clearly thatchange in WorldBank behaviorhas requireda confluence
of internal and external pressures. The controversies kicked up by external
groups often created conditions allowing insider advocates of change to gain
additionalleverage; insider efforts often provided the information,context, or
opportunityneeded for effective external pressure.In short, inside and outside
are not mutuallyexclusive; they can be synergisticif an organizationis internally
divided-as most are.
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World Bank PresidentJames Wolfensohn's decision to cancel the Arun III
HydroelectricDam loan to Nepal points to a lesson that Fox and Brown do not
highlight sufficiently: new policies and programsare all the more likely to prevail if they can be justified by both established and new ideas. In their account,
Wolfensohn canceled the loan not because he accepted the whole worldview of
the critics, but because it did not pass muster under the standardprofitability
criteriaof an investment bankernot yet socialized into the "move the money"
culture of the World Bank (pp. 487-488). If their version is correct (we would
have to ask Wolfensohn, and would he be able to recall his thinkingfully at this
remove?), neoclassical criteriaof likely profitabilityand ecological economics
criteria of sustainability led to the same result. We cannot be confident that
such congruence will occur in all cases, but it does suggest that there are
resources in the neoclassical paradigmthatenvironmentalists"love to hate"for
avoiding folly, even while the effort proceeds to revampeconomic thinking, so
that it takes natural assets and the externalities of human activity into fuller
account.
None of the books underreview treatsthe thirdphase, decisionmaking,as a
centralconcern. Fox and Brown note how the particularitiesof decisionmaking
processes offer openings for change as mattershave to be presentedto wider sets
of actors.The bulk of theirdiscussion on decisionmakingfocuses on the distinction between "policy" and "project"decisions, and uses it in two ways. First,
they argue that promoting concerns for the environment and social equity
requiresaligning both sorts of decisions in favorable directions;policies mean
little unless they actually guide day-to-daydecisions. Second, they assess how
much World Bank behavior changes by evaluating how much programmatic
decisions follow the new substantiveand process requirementsof World Bank
environmentaland indigenouspeoples policies adoptedin the 1980s (local input
in projectdesign, carefulconsiderationof alternativedesigns, andenvironmental
impactassessment).This means imposing a relativelymodest test in comparison
to the measuresadvocatedby radicalecologists, but it makes findings of partial
progressall the more revealingbecause it says that the bank is still having trouble living up to the commitmentsit has adopted.ThoughFox and Brown do not
discuss it in those terms,their scatteredremarkssuggest thatthe WorldBankhas
taken steps toward developing a better system for policy review that have the
potentialto improveits performance.
Tolba's lessons of successful environmental negotiation include several
relevantto the decisionmakingphase. Besides good information,securingagreement to significant environmental commitments requires strong leadership
-including readiness to "overfulfill"treaty commitments-by one or more
participatinggovernments, active pushing of discussions in an environmental
directionby the intergovernmentalorganizationinvolved, and inclusion of governmentrepresentativeswilling to take strongand imaginativepositions. It also
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requiresprovisionof sufficientassistanceto governmentslackingthe administrative capacity or other resources to implementcommitments,and pressurefrom
knowledgeablenationaland transnationalsocial actors(see pp. 44-45, 83-85).
Much of the analysis in the Fox and Brown book covers implementationand
implementationreview, but the Victor, Raustiala,and Skolnikoff book provides
a farmore wide-rangingdiscussion focused on the developmentand operationof
what they call "systemsfor implementationreview."They use systems theoryto
deepen our understandingof implementationreview by focusing not only on the
mechanisms for informationgatheringand behavior monitoring formalized in
environmentalagreementsbut also on the informalpracticesthatevolve domestically and internationally as advocates of meeting commitments maintain
pressureon slackersand laggards.
The three editors and their collaboratorsfocus mainly on how well governments actually live up to theircommitmentseven thoughthey are awarethatthe
environmentalimpact of internationalagreementsdepends on the environmental soundnessof the commitmentsas well as on how far states actuallylive up to
them. They use the greatertractabilityof subject matterto offer an exemplary
discussion of the analytical difficulties involved in attributing behavioral
change to the existence of an internationalregime, since a regime is always only
one of several factors influencing government behavior (pp. 4-15, 659-671).
The significance of these factors becomes clearest in those chapters, mostly
written by Russian scholars, that examine Russian (chaps. 12-14) and Eastern
European(chaps. 14, 15) fulfillment of commitmentsto reducepollution. These
chaptersmake clear thatinternationalcommitmentshave had minimal effect on
Russia and that Russian pollution reductions stem mainly from economic collapse. Nor do they permitmuch optimism aboutwhat will happenwhen Russian
economic recovery occurs. Chapterauthorsstrive to follow the common analytical outline providedby the editors. This makes the book a good example of the
careful tracing of cause and effect that should guide research on compliance
issues in any field.
The volume's systems approachalso goes beyond much of the "compliance"
literatureby treatingthe formally specified mechanismsof behaviormonitoring
included in a particularinternationalagreementas part of a wider "system for
implementationreview" (or SIR) including supplementalinformalmechanisms.
Chapterson five internationalagreements,featuringboth clear policy commitments and some formalized implementation review (CITES, Ozone Layer,
Baltic Sea Pollution, Tradein HazardousWastes and Chemicals, and European
Air Pollution), describe the evolution and operation of the relevant SIR in
considerabledetail and allow considerablecross-regimecomparison.The eight
chapterson nationalimplementationefforts complementthe earlierdiscussions
by looking at the implementationof particularagreementswithin selected countries and assessing how and to what extent the relevant SIR affected national
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conduct. The analysis suggests a way to think about the problems of moving
from changed policy to altered programmaticperformanceidentified in the
Fox and Brown volume. Increasedgrassrootsand transnationalgroup attention
to World Bank activity, increased governmental pressures-particularly at
InternationalDevelopment Association (IDA) replenishmenttime, establishment of the World Bank Inspection Panel, and the occasional internalreviews
of policy implementation-are elements of an emergingsystem for implementation review that could be drawn more closely together and made to operate
more effectively.
Only Tolba's book has nothing explicit to say about policy redesign; it is
focused almost exclusively on the initial negotiation of environmentalagreements and the conditions that make agreement easier or harderto reach. Yet
even the initial agreementsinvolve policy redesign at a broaderlevel: replacement of environmentally unconscious worldviews and policy processes with
environmentally conscious ones. Bossel's book is one thoughtful review,
inspired heavily by the work of a large group of environmentallyoriented systems analysis institutes and researchersin WesternEuropein which Bossel is a
longtime participantof the overall redesign. Yet, like many visionaries, he is
vague about the process of getting to the preferredfuture from where we are
now. The clearest advice he offers relies heavily on the systems analysis
assumptionof interconnectionthroughwhich identifying and changing certain
key structurescreate effects that spread to and alter other structures,until the
whole system is reconfigured on the desired new basis. For Bossel, the key
alterationsare economic, such as limiting cross-regional trade (and hence economic globalization) throughtariffs that compensate for differences in costs of
production in different regions plus high taxes and capacity limitation on
long-range transport of goods, and limiting the significance of money in
regional and local economies by shifting to a part cash, part work-hourcredit
basis of exchange. Bossel is confident that in tandem these changes will allow
the establishment and maintenance of largely autonomous regional and local
economies that will have to live within their immediate ecological constraints
ratherthandrawon goods producedelsewhere. These changes could also foster
a more local, mutual interaction-richway of life that will solve the whole host
of social problems (unemployment, gender inequality, crime, and social stigmatization of difference, to name a few), that Bossel attributesto the growing
division between the few well-paid and the many under- or unpaid in the current monetary economy. Nevertheless, the basis for assuming that there are
"master"changes that can drive others, and the reasons for assuming that these
are indeed the master changes, is not made clear in this book. Many of his
conclusions regarding the "sustainabilitychecks" applied to critique Path A
features and the "reality checks" applied to argue that Path B alternatives are
feasible also rest on unexplained assumptions, so each reader is likely to be
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more persuaded by some judgments than others. Bossel admits as much for
he offers his vision as one person's view and invites readers to argue and
take issue.
Contributorsto the Fox and Brown book focus less on justifying the criteria
for policy redesign that they advocate than on identifying the features of
contestationbetween advocates of change and partisansof continuitythat make
adoptionof redesignsmore or less likely. Like a long streamof political analysis
going back at least to EdwardSchattschneider,they find thatalteringthe constellation of actors paying attention and using resources to exert influence on the
decision-making process offers differential advantageto contending sides. So
long as decisions remainedwithin the economics-trainedoperationalstaff, policy redesign was marginalat best; only when other actorswere broughtin could
the balanceof influence be shifted sufficiently for advocatesof redesignto make
headway. The Victor, Raustiala, and Skolnikoff book relates implementation
review to policy redesign in two ways: as an identifierof problems in securing
compliance that might be addressedby redesign of compliance inducementor
enforcement,and as an identifier of environmentaltrends indicating a need to
undertakenew or changed commitments.
Their reflections on compliance lead directly to considerationof two questions now hotly debated among internationallawyers: whether legally binding
commitments ("hardlaw") or voluntary codes of conduct ("soft law") elicit
greaterbehavioralchange and whetherfailureto live up to commitmentscan be
handled best through "management"or "enforcement."Unlike Tolba, who
regardssoft law as a preludeto his preferredsolutionof bindingcommitmentsin
treatyform (pp. 31, 171), theirreview leads Victor, Raustiala,and Skolnikoff to
regardeach as a distinctform of obligationcreationbest used underdifferentsets
of conditions. Yet their focus on the implementationand its review phases leads
them to conclude that soft law, althoughconducive to the making of clearerand
more ambitiouscommitments,is not a cure-all. Soft law will suffice for use of
the compliance management approachfocusing on positive inducements, but
does not provide the more solid legal basis needed for applicationof enforcement measures. Since maintaining almost all international agreements that
involve demanding commitments depends on the availability of enforcement
possibilities, hardlaw is needed in most areas(pp. 681-684). This leads them to
stress the usefulness of regime designs combining a basic level of obligations
for all with voluntary"overcommitment"by governmentsmost concerned and
ready to act as a way to let "leaders"explore the frontiers of feasibility (pp.
685-687).
Despite their equation of "effectiveness"with adherenceto commitments,
Victor, Raustiala,and Skolnikoff find it impossible to ignore environmentaloutcomes, both because environmental improvement is the stated goal of the
agreementsand because the systems for implementationreview established so
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far have includedassessmentof environmentaltrendsas one of the review tasks.
The combinationmeansthatgovernmentsbecome committedto whatPeterSand
has called a "preordainedlearningprocess"3in which they are obligatedto make
environmentalimpact analyses and consider whether alternatepolicy formulations would lead to additionalimprovementsat stated intervals.Provisions for
periodic assessments do not guaranteethat governmentswill take the task seriously, but do mean that those governments and nongovernmentalactors who
want to take reassessmentseriously can get the questionon the agendaand pressure for change.
In different ways, each book emphasizes the importanceof simultaneous
action by individuals and groups to change their own daily lives, and their
smaller and larger social organizationsin order to "green"the world. Fox and
Brownbringthis home vividly in theirvisual diagramof sourcesof "green"pressure on the World Bank (p. 498), highlighting clusters of "green"influence in
each of the contendinggroups of actors:donor governments,borrowergovernmments, the World Bank executive directors, the World Bank staff, advocacy
groupswithin industrialsocieties, and advocacy groupswithin developing societies. Though some of the chapters present a simple advocates versus World
Bank analysis, Fox and Brown conclude thatany such analysis is inadequatefor
understandingthe actual dynamics of change. Tolba's "lessons learned"also
emphasizethe simultaneousneed for public pressure(usuallyexpressedthrough
organized advocacy groups), leadershipfrom intergovernmentalorganizations,
and political entrepreneurshipby committedgovernmentdelegates. The Victor,
Raustiala,and Skolnikoff book illuminatesthe range of national,transnational,
and intergovernmentalpressuresthat must be broughtto bear roughly simultaneously to clean up and keep clean a sharedsea, river, or atmosphere,or to avert
local patterns of behavior that threatenthe health and safety of species and
individuals.
Though standing in many respects at the frontiers of currentresearch on
environmentalissues, the volumes underreview also suggest some directionsfor
furtherimprovementof the sharedknowledge base on which efforts for change
must rest. With the proliferationof internationalenvironmentalagreements,it is
now possible to be more systematic in selecting cases and examples for study,
not simply because they are therebut because they display similarand different
patternsthat permit drawing more precise conclusions about various combinations of backgroundconditionsthat affect the shape and success of cooperation.
Very little of the current internationalenvironmental cooperation literature
Envito AssistCompliancewithInternational
3PeterH. Sand,"Institution-building
ronmental Law: Perspectives," Zeitschriftfiir auslindisches offentliches Recht und

Vilkerrecht[Journalfor ForeignPublicLawandInternational
Law]56, No. 3 (1996):

p. 792.
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selects cases in this way. Yet the Fox and Brown and Victor, Raustiala, and
Skolnikoff books do contributeto widening the base of existing case studies by
treating relatively understudied areas of the world. Victor, Raustiala, and
Skolnikoff's contributorsadd to our knowledge of the situationin countries in
economic transition,facing the multipleproblemsof defining a marketbasis for
the economy, developing strongermodes of democraticgovernance,and taking
on the environmentalagendatheirformerrulersso long ignored.Contributorsto
the Fox and Brown book supply accountsof grassrootsgroupsand environmentalist coalitions in developing states.
Similarly, broad visions of the good society like that presented by Bossel
need to be supplementedwith lessons in the analytical and managerial skills
requiredto maintain ecological sustainabilityas human knowledge, technologies, and societies continue to evolve. Maintainingecological sustainabilityand
democratic governance simultaneously requires that more people learn such
things as how to acquirethe informationfor andconducta "lifecycle analysis"of
products and structures;how to handle large volumes of data summarizedin
charts, graphs, and tables; or how quickly to proceed in the face of incomplete
informationand changingknowledge fields. Concernfor the environmentis now
greatenough thatfutureenvironmentalmistakesare not going to stem from failure to pay attention;they will stem from incompleteanalysisthatfails to factorin
some unidentified(probablybecause unintended)bad effect. At initial adoption,
both asbestos and chlorofluorocarbonsappearedto be excellent solutions to particular problems;their bad consequences became apparentonly later on. Even
with the best of ethics and social organization,we need techniquesfor ongoing
assessment of potentiallynegative or unintendedconsequences. We must allow
fasteridentificationand adoptionof alternativesthatoffer a bettermix of benefit
and cost than currentlycharacterizespolicymaking in any country. This brings
us back full circle to the importanceof ideas-both the macrolevel ethical and
organizationalideas that guide human organization and interaction, and the
microlevel ideas of how to do things that informparticularactivities.

